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Price Laboratory 
• School Mission -The Code of Iowa states a "laboratory school shall mean a 
school operated by an 
education institution 
for the purposes of 
instructing students, 




School fulfills this 
mission by: 
• providing an 
excellent and 
innovative education 
for the Price 
Laboratory School 
children it serves from 
early childhood 
through grade twelve 
• serving as an integral 
component of the 
teacher education 
program of the 
University of Northern 
Iowa 
• engaging in scholarly 
work and service 
directed at advancing 
• teaching practices, resources, and methods for teachers at state, national, and international levels 
Facts About PLS ... 
PLS has been in 
existence since 1883 
when it was first 
established as a 
model school by 
James C. Gilchrist 
(first principal of the 
Iowa State Normal 
School). Price 
Laboratory School is 
the only laboratory 
school in Iowa; 
however, PLS is one 
of approximately a 
hundred laboratory 
schools in the U.S ., 
and 43 laboratory 
school/university 
partnerships 
internationally. PLS is 
one of fifteen Lab 
Schools in the country 
with a comprehensive 
K-12 program . 
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October Newsletter 
MPLS Study Team Report 
- Nadene Davidson, PLS Director 
MPLS Study Team Director Dr. David Else and study team discussing the mission and 
future direction of Malcolm Price Laboratory School in the PLS library. 
Malcolm Price Laboratory School has a storied history which includes extensive contributions to the 
education of the youth in the Cedar Falls-Waterloo metropolitan area, the University of Northern Iowa, 
College of Education teacher preparation program, and educators of Iowa. Dr. Thomas Switzer, Dean 
of the College of Education, has appointed and commissioned a Malcolm Price Laboratory School 
(MPLS) Study Team to identify and recommend future MPLS contributions that will enable MPLS to 
best achieve its tripartite mission of providing high quality education; participating fully in the teacher 
education program; and contributing to ongoing education in Iowa, the nation, and world . 
The Study Team met three times during the summer to establish operating procedures, collect data, 
become knowledgeable of the many facets and complexities of MPLS, and to understand current 
MPLS contributions in fulfilling its three-part mission. Study Team members have now begun a 
rigorous meeting schedule to identify, study, and recommend future contributions to be made by 
MPLS in fulfilling its mission. These future contributions, which will be recommended in a report to 
Dean Switzer by December 15, must be significant and powerful to build a case that is forward looking 
and ever changing and that education in Iowa will be better because of MPLS. 
It is the Study Team's intent to keep you fully informed of the process through public forums, written 
briefs such as this , and via email. Your input is also important. If you have suggestions for changes at 
• 
• 
MPLS that will significantly and powerfully add to education in Iowa, contact one of the following • 
MPLS Study Team members. 
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MPLS Study Team Members 
Mr. Henry Bevel, Dr.William P. Callahan, Dr. Rori R. Carson, Ms. Julie Creeden, Mr. J.D. Cryer, Ms. 
Nadene Davidson, Dr. David K. Else (Director, MPLS Study Team), Ms. Cheryl Gaston , Dr. John 
Henning, Dr. James Kelly, Ms. Barb Kueker (Secretary, MPLS Study Team), Ms. Jodi Landau, Dr . 
Ripley Marston, Dr. Tony McAdams, Ms. Kim Miller, Dr. Gail Moon, Dr. Glenn Nelson, Mr. Curt 
Nielson, Ms. Anne Nordquist, Ms. Dorothea Olson, Ms. Beverly Smith, Dr. Jody Stone, Thomas J. 
Switzer (Dean), and Dr. Kay Weller. 
Collect a "MILLION PENNIES" Campaign 
- John Krumbholz, Elementary/Middle School Principal 
Students in Mrs. Ensworth's Unit II class adding their pennies to the Collect a "MILLION 
PENNIES" Campaign to help those who have been affected by the tragedies in New York 
and Washington 0. C. 
Starting on Monday, September 17, students at Malcolm Price Laboratory School and NU High 
School began collecting 1,000,000 pennies to support and help those people whose lives have been 
forever altered by the tragic events in New York and Washington this past week. This will be an 
ongoing effort that may take months to complete but, have no fear, we will complete the task. 
All students in grades nursery/kindergarten through 12th grade will be participating. As the year 
progresses you may see teams, choirs and bands , and organizations of all types throughout the 
school participating in this worthwhile endeavor. In addition to helping others, we will help ourselves 
and develop a strong sense of unity by working together as a PLS community. 
As the pennies roll in, the students will decide which worthy cause they might support first. Every 
time they reach a level of one hundred thousand pennies we will bank the money and make a 
contribution ; whether it will be the Red Cross, the Fireman's Widow and Orphan's fund , or whatever 
World Trade Center/Pentagon disaster-related fund they choose to support. 
During Homecoming week our High School Student Council kicked off this campaign . Begin to save 
pennies or empty out those old jars. Please look for containers around the school in department 
offices and deposit your pennies in them. Remember, this is a project for everyone. It's not a race or a 
contest - it's a challenge. A challenge to show how much we can all do to help our fellow Americans 
in need by working together. We invite you to join in this very worthwhile effort. 
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Hot Lunch Program Reminder 
Just a reminder about a rather significant change with our hot lunch program this year. We will charge 
up to $10.00 worth of lunches and ala carte items to any family. After students get to the point where 
their account is in the hole $10.00 or more, no more charging is allowable. From that point on , • 
students will be given a peanut butter sandwich and milk at no charge until the deficit in their account 
is taken care of. This change in policy was in response to some very large negative lunch balances 
that occurred last year. In checking with other area schools, a similar policy exists in all of them as 
well. Lunch balances can be obtained at any time by calling 273-2185. 
Locking School Doors 
Over the past several years we have discussed the possibility of locking all outside doors after 8:00 
am with the exception of the front door on Campus Street. After the tragic happenings on September 
11, with a heightened awareness for our children's safety and building security, we have decided to 
implement just such a plan. Effective immediately, all outside doors except our main lobby door and 
the door to our Child Development Center will be locked and remain locked until after school hours. 
We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause, but our decision is based on what is safe for our 
students. They come first. 
Ronald McDonald Assembly 
On Wednesday, September 12, our elementary classes were treated to an exceptional program with 
Ronald McDonald entitled "On the Inside." This was a fun and informative program that showed our 
students that it is the "stuff inside a person" that really counts. It came at a time when our students 
needed to hear that message and needed the laughter that Ronald McDonald brings as well. Special 
thanks to the Cedar Falls McDonald's restaurants for sponsoring this worthwhile and timely assembly. 
North Central Accreditation (NCA) Process: Focus for 2001-02 
- Nadene Davidson, PLS Director • The events of the last few weeks have prompted each of us to reflect on major American values. Quality education for each student is clearly a priority that is truly American and one the PLS faculty 
and staff dedicate themselves to each day. One focus for the PLS 2001 - 2002 year is to continue the 
North Central Accreditation (NCA) School Improvement Evaluation Process. We are currently in year 
four of this five-year process. 
Here is an overview of the process. Year one included an analysis of needs, PLS profile, and 
clarification of mission. During the first and second year the school improvement goals were set and 
the state NCA committee approved the improvement plan. Also during the second year, PLS hosted 
the peer review team and filed a progress report with the NCA state office. The focus of years two 
through four is implementation of the plan . Years four and five are the documentation of goal 
attainment. The endorsement is granted in year five . 
The focus of year four is the continued implementation of our three goals and initial documentation of 
goal attainment. Our goals are as follows: improve school climate, improve student writing , and 
articulation of an integrated math program. The early dismissal days have provided valuable time for 
committees to work on action plans targeting these goals. 
School Improvement is an ongoing , evolving process with our main goal to support student learning 
and provide each of our students an outstanding educational experience. The NCA process provides a 
framework for this continual process of renewal. 
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PLS Mentoring Program 
- Lynn Dykstra, Communication Center 
PLS faculty and staff participating in a recent mentoring session led by Vicki Collum, University of 
Northern Iowa Grantwriter!Facilitator, UNI Foundation, Office of Development. 
Mentoring is a term which is defined in a variety of ways depending on the organization to which it 
applies. In the context of education, mentoring is the process in which veteran teachers volunteer to 
provide leadership and guidance for new teachers. In the United states, many schools are adopting 
mentoring programs, particularly for beginning teachers, with compensation programs built in for 
teachers who participate. Through this process, mentees acquire various skills and confidence and 
broaden their perspective on educational philosophies. Mentoring can also include providing 
coaching and various levels of support and encouragement, particularly during the initial weeks of 
employment for any teacher or staff person. 
No matter how mentoring is defined, the process is recognized as a critical element for effectively 
inducting new employees into the workplace. Mentoring can help mentees become comfortable in 
their new roles, strengthen community in the school and increase job satisfaction among new 
employees. 
Price Laboratory School (PLS) at the University of Northern Iowa (UNI) has had a mentoring program 
in place for the past five years. The program goal is to help induct new faculty and staff members 
(mentees) to PLS/UNI. The objectives of the program are threefold: (1) to offer instructional and 
resource materials, (2) to encourage professional development, and (3) to promote social and 
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emotional well-being. The initial intent of the mentoring program was to help mentees gain more 
knowledge and a better understanding of PLS/UNI , meet new people, find out about the school 
community, and learn about the history and culture of Price Laboratory School. The program is 
coordinated by Lynn Dykstra and Sharlene Morgan of the Communication Center. 
Fifty PLS mentors have mentored over 65 new PLS/UNI faculty and staff members in the program's. 
duration. To facilitate the mentoring process, two mentors volunteer to work with each new mentee. 
Mentors and mentees are encouraged to team teach, present at professional conferences and 
engage in other collaborative activities. In addition to providing mentors for new people, the PLS 
program has offered professional development sessions on the topics of collaboration, graphic and 
printing services, instructional technology, library resources, writing for publication, and grant writing . 
Evaluation of the PLS mentoring program includes annual written surveys and videotaped interviews 
of mentors/mentees discussing their relationships. The video interviews have been edited into an 
iMovie which promotes the value of the work that mentors are doing. One mentee commented, "No 
matter whether you have taught for one year or many years like I have, whether you are a first year 
teacher or a master teacher, mentoring is important. If you have that connection with your profession 
and support from your fellow teachers and staff, your success rate is going to be higher." 
PLS is continuing its efforts to improve the mentoring program by placing more emphasis on the 
teaching/learning process for new teachers and offering additional large group professional 
development sessions. 
For more information on the PLS Mentoring Program, please contact: 
Lynn Dykstra, 319-273-2575 
or Lynn.Dykstra@uni.edu 
Big Thanks to Mentor Families! 
- Dr. Jody Stone, Science Department • Another successful Family Mentor Night took place on August 20. We welcomed over 40 new 
families into our PLS community. I would like to thank all of the PLS families who volunteered their 
time to serve as mentor families. The evening's activities helped to ease the transition of our new 
students into our school. Special thanks to Julie Creeden for helping with the assignment of mentor 
families and for organizing refreshments. Also thanks to Amy Bower for her help on Mentor Night. 
We plan to continue this program in the future and will likely be contacting many more families to 
serve as mentor families. 
Swimming Suits Needed 
- Lori Smith, Elementary Physical Education 
Before you throw away your son or daughter's swimming suits, please consider donating them to 
Price Lab. Sometimes our students forget their own swimming suits or they just don't have one, so 
we will try to provide students with a swimming suit for class. Please give your donated swimming 
suit to any of the PE teachers at Price Lab. Thanks for your support! 
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Welcome New Faculty and Staff 
Bridget Davis, NCCCC Coordinator 
Bridget Davis has joined the staff of the Department of Teaching as the Coordinator of the National 
Coalition for Campus Children's Centers. She received her A.A. from NIACC, her B.A. from the 
University of Northern Iowa where she majored in Communications/Public Relations. She was 
previously the Regional Director for the American Heart Association in Northeast Iowa. When not 
working, she enjoys horses, cats , volunteering for the American Heart Association and , most 
importantly, her family. 
Bart Frey, Math/Football Coach 
Bart Frey has joined the faculty of Price Laboratory School this year as instructor in the 
Mathematics Department and as high school varsity head football coach. He received his A.A. 
degree from Ellsworth College and his B.S.Ed . from Ashland University. He has previously taught in 
Salem, New Jersey, Woodbury Heights , New Jersey, Victor, Iowa and Kahoka, Missouri . When he 
is not teaching or coaching he likes to watch sports , lift weights and play softball . 
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Ruby Gabbard, Office Coordinator 
Ruby Gabbard joins Price Laboratory School this year as the Office Coordinator. She has been with 
the University for nine years, starting in the ITS department and then moving to the Department of 
Teaching. She replaces Judy Vowell and admits that trying to fill Judy's shoes is an impossible 
task. She previously worked in Human Relations for Chamberlain Manufacturing. Ruby has three 
sons who are all UNI graduates, and ten grandchildren. Ruby's hobbies include spending time with 
her grandchildren, quilting, travel, flowers, and watching the Minnesota Vikings. She is a Minnesota 
native and still a Minnesotan at heart. 
• Ann Gumz, PLS Library 
Ann Gumz has joined the faculty of Price Laboratory School this year as the Librarian. She received 
her B.A. from the University of Wisconsin , Madison, and a Master's degree in Business 
Administration and in School Library Media Studies from the University of Northern Iowa. Her 
teaching experience includes five years teaching French and two years teaching Library Information 
Literacy. For recreation , Ann enjoys biking, camping , and listening to music. This summer she and 
her husband traveled to Idaho and Missouri for family reunion/vacations. 
Joan Rohret, Grade Four 
Joan Rohret has joined the faculty of Price Laboratory School this year as an instructor in the fourth 
grade. She received her B.A. degree from UNI and her reading endorsement from Buena Vista . She 
has previously taught second and fourth grade in Marshalltown , Iowa. Prior to that she taught At-
Risk, and TAG. at BCLUW in Conrad , Iowa. She keeps very busy with her teach ing and • 
commuting , but spends much of her time attend ing to her family of five children , three who are in 
college and two in high school. She enjoys cooking and entertaining , golfing , antiquing , and reading . 
But most of all, she enjoys being at home with family and friends . 
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Judy Lemke, Family and Consumer Science 
Judy Lemke has joined the faculty of Price Laboratory School this year as instructor in the Family 
and Consumer Science Department. Judy received her B.S. degree from Iowa State University. She 
is a native of northwest Iowa. She came to the Waterloo/Cedar Falls area with her first position in 
agricultural sales. She worked with the Iowa State Extension Service in the area of youth 
development. Judy was a long term guest instructor in the Waterloo Community School District for 
several years before teaching at Columbus High School for seven years. Last year she began 
teaching in the area of Special Needs at Dunkerton Community School. Judy's extra time is 
consumed with her three children and husband. She spends as much time as possible traveling 
back to northwest Iowa assisting her parents. In her spare time, Judy loves to work on her yard and 
research quilting styles adapted from early years . 
Robin Loes, Language Arts/Social Studies 
Robin Loes joins PLS as the Sixth Grade Language Arts/Social Studies teacher. She received her 
BSE from Drake University in 1987 and her Master's degree from Western Illinois University in1995. 
She previously taught sixth , seventh , and eighth grade language arts in Mukwonago, Wisconsin , 
and sixth grade language arts and social studies in Maquoketa, Iowa for a total of nine years. Robin 
and her family have moved to the area from Toledo, Ohio. They enjoy the area and have spent much 
of their free time restoring an older home in Waterloo . 
Courtney Lubs, Language Arts 
Courtney Lubs has joined the faculty of Price Laboratory School this year as an instructor in the 
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Language Arts Department and as facilitator of the writing center. She received her two BA 
degrees from the University of Northern Iowa and will hopefully complete her M.A. in the next year. 
She has previously taught "College Reading and Writing" at UNI for four years. Mrs. Lubs teaches 
World Literature and Advanced Placement Composition this semester. She will teach Speech, 
Research and Writing, and AP Literature next semester. • 
Kelly Nelson, Math Department 
Kelly Nelson has joined the faculty of Malcolm Price Laboratory School this year as instructor in the 
Mathematics department and as middle school volleyball coach . She received her B.A. degree from 
the University of Northern Iowa in 1997. She has been a Program Director at the John R. Grubb 
YMCA in Des Moines for the past three years where she directed childcare, youth sports, and teen 
programs for inner-city children. Kelly has also coached softball the past three years at Waukee, 
Jesup, and Waterloo West. When she is not teaching or coaching, she enjoys playing golf (or 
whatever sport is in season), attending sporting events with her husband, Jim, and spending time 
with her family and friends. 
• 
Andrea Welch, Child Development Center 
Andrea Welch has joined the staff of Price Laboratory School this year as a Child Care Specialist in 
the 2-3 and 3-5 rooms in the Child Develoment Center. She received her B.A. degree from the 
University of Northern Iowa in May. This is her first full-time teaching position. When she is not 
teaching, she enjoys reading, sewing, travel, and dance. She was also married over the summer. 
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JEL Announces Statewide Crusade Against Secondhand Smoke 
During Visit to MPLS 
- Jason Follett, Social Studies 
Just Eliminate Lies [JEL], the statewide teen effort to fight tobacco use unveiled a new advertising 
campaign to expose the deadly health effects of secondhand smoke. JEL members introduced the 
new television, radio, and print advertisements during a 6th-12th Grade Assembly on September 17, 
2001, at Malcolm Price Laboratory School/Northern University High School. "Second hand smoke 
causes more than 53,000 deaths each year," said Tammi Blackstone, JEL coordinator. "These 
people made a choice not to smoke and still fell victim to big tobacco." This campaign includes 
television and radio advertisements, outdoor billboards, newspaper advertisements, and signage in 
shopping malls around the state. "So many people aren't aware of the dangers of secondhand 
smoke," said John Dieter, Cedar Falls, JEL executive council member and former MPLS student. 
"We hope this campaign will help to educate them and perhaps they will think twice before smoking 
around other people." 
JEL has captured considerable attention around the state for its graphic promotion of facts and 
images about tobacco use. The much-publicized billboards have graphic photos of cancer-stricken 
tobacco users who have lost their lips, gums, or tongues because they used tobacco. The first of 
two new television commercials exposes some of the toxic chemicals that are found in secondhand 
smoke, while the second commercial demonstrates that children often cannot escape secondhand 
smoke. More than 2,500 students are involved in JEL statewide. Of these, more than 450 attended 
JEL Boot Camp this past July. In addition to the advertising campaign, JEL youth and staff are 
working in schools and communities to change the social attitude towards tobacco use, raise 
awareness through education , and protect the rights of all from secondhand smoke. The group and 
made a presentation to Mr. Jason Follett's NUHS Psychology class prior to the 6th-12th Grade 
Assembly. 
JEL is funded by the State of Iowa from the Tobacco Settlement Fund, and administered by the Iowa 
Department of Public Health Division of Tobacco Use Prevention and Control. For more information 
about the deadly effects of tobacco and especially secondhand smoking, or to view the new 
advertising materials , visit the redesigned JEL web site www.JELiowa.org . 
Governor Appoints Follett 
to Latino Affairs Commission 
- Jason Follett, Social Studies 
Iowa Governor Thomas J. Vilsack and Lieutenant Governor Sally J . Pederson recently announced 
the appointment of Jason Follett to the Commission of Latino Affairs. Follett's term will begin 
immediately and end on June 30, 2003. 
The Commission on Latino Affairs has a two-part mission. The first part is to improve the quality of 
life of all Iowans by increasing statewide understanding of the social , cultural and economic 
contributions Latinos make in Iowa. The second part is to serve as a resource center, which 
promotes positive change by assessing the issues and making recommendations to decision-
makers of the challenges facing Iowa's Latino community. 
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The Commission on Latino Affairs consists of nine members who are appointed by the governor. 
Meetings are open to the public, and are held no less than six times each year in various areas of 
the state. Each meeting includes an open forum for the first hour in order to hear the needs of that 
particular community. The commission is bipartisan and gender-balanced, with consideration given . 
to geographic residence and density of the Latino population represented by each member. 
Follett, who lives in Cedar Falls with his wife Susan and sons Tyler and Bryce, has a Bachelor of 
Arts in History and Political Science from the University of Northern Iowa and a Master of Science in 
Curriculum and Instruction from Buena Vista University. He is currently an Instructor at Price 
Laboratory School where he teaches Social Studies. His previous experience includes serving as 
Social Studies Department Chair at Saint Edmond Middle and High School in Fort Dodge from 
1995-2000 and Secondary Social Studies Teacher and Assistant Activities Director at Notre Dame 
Junior-Senior High School in Burlington from 1994-1995. Additional service and leadership beyond 
the Commission on Latino Affairs includes serving as the Membership Coordinator and member of 
the Executive Council for the Iowa Council for the Social Studies and as the Iowa Coordinator of The 
American Promise and Vice-Chair of the Membership Committee for the National Council for the 
Social Studies. 
NUMS History Sleuths Compete 
- Jason Follett, Social Studies 
They survived school and regional contests. On April 30, 500 junior history researchers headed to 
Des Moines to show off their projects and compete for state honors and a chance to compete at the 
national event. It was the annual National History Day in Iowa contest, where students become 
experts in the topics of their choice as they track down original sources. "Primary sources are 
where the magic happens in history," said Crystal Johnson Bailey, director of the Iowa program. 
"These students have learned that history isn't only about what happens in a classroom, it's about • 
life," she said . 
Students were required to work within a national theme. This year's theme was "Frontiers in History: 
People, Place, Ideas." They were judged on the quality of their research and their ability to present it 
to others in a video documentary, scholarly paper, exhibit, or performance. About 3,000 Iowa 
students completed National History Day projects this year. Of those, about 2,200 competed at 
regional events. However, only a few qualified for the National History Day in Iowa contest. 
Representing NUMS at this state contest were 7th Graders Marshall H., Atulya I., Ben S. , Brad H. , 
Alexander R., and Morgan C .. 
About 60 winners of the National History Day in Iowa contest advanced to the national competition 
at the University of Maryland this summer. Unfortunately, none of the NUMS entries advanced. 
However, the NUMS students did gather some ideas for the 2002 contest focused on the theme of 
"Revolution , Reaction, Reform in History". In addition, the students had the opportunity to tour the 
State of Iowa Library and the Capitol. 
The 2001 National History Day in Iowa contest marked the 23rd year for National History Day in 
Iowa and the eighth year it was sponsored by the State Historical Society of Iowa and the State 
Historical Society, Inc. of Iowa City. 
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NU Theatre Department to present "Rumors" by Neil Simon 
on November 2 and 3 
- Jolene Tagtow, Language Arts 
Cast members in the NU Theatre Production of Rumors: back row 1-r: Katy Huber (Officer Pudney), 
Ben Bower (Dispatch Officer), Kent Schrad (Glenn Cooper), Christopher Hardy (Lenny Ganz), John 
Paar (Ken Gorman), Rob Williams (Ernie Cusack), and Katy Lyman (Officer Welch). Front row 1-r: 
Mae Colburn (Myra Brock), Jordan Landau (Casie Cooper), Mary Weber (Claire Ganz), Liz 
Schachterle (Chris Groman), and Aubrey Huber (Cookie Cusack) . 
The Theatre Department of Northern University High School is proud to present its fall production , 
Rumors by Neil Simon. Our production dates are November 2 and 3 at 7:30 pm in Butzier Auditorium 
of Malcolm Price Laboratory School. 
What's supposed to be a 10th wedding anniversary celebration for Charley and Myra Brock rapidly 
declines into an evening of disaster and deceit when the guests arrive only to discover Myra missing 
and Charley suffering the effects of an apparent suicide attempt. But what is really going on? Initially 
all-out improvisation creates the illusion of normalcy, but the secret inevitably slips out and rumors run 
rampant as the guests and even the police try to piece together the events of the evening . 
Please join us for an evening of laughter and supposition. The ending will leave you loving this play. 
Tickets are $3.50 for students and senior citizens and $4.00 for adults. If you would like us to hold 
tickets for you, please call 319-273-6047. 
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2001 Golf 
- Lee Weber, Golf Coach 
The 2001 golf season promised to be a rebuilding year, as the Panthers had only one returning 
letterman. Alan Johnson, who had been a 7th place ALL-STATE golfer in 2000, and had played in 
three state tournaments, led a young and inexperienced group of teammates to a surprisingly 
successful season. 
Aided by freshman Dan Weber and sophomore Joe Wartick, the young panthers finished 3rd in three 
invitational tournaments during the year, and were the runner up team in Sectionals. At the District 
Tournament, NU ran into Sumner and Mason City Newman, (who would later finish 1-2 in the state 
tournament). They shot their best team tournament score of the year, but came up short, in fourth 
place. 
Alan, who played brilliantly for four years for NUHS, also came up just short, finishing a single stroke 
back of qualifying for another state tournament. Alan finished as the finest golfer in Lee Weber's ten 
year career at NUHS. He had the lowest career stroke average, and the best career performances in 
season ending tournaments. This season he received medals in nearly every tournament played. "I 
wish him all the best next year at Wartburg, where he will also play college basketball," said Coach 
Weber 
Lettering for the Panthers this year in addition to Alan were juniors Ian Cawley and Aaron Popp; 
sophomores Joe Wartick and Jake Iversen, and freshmen Dan Weber. Joe and Dan received top ten 
finishes in two and three invitational tournaments, respectively, during the season, and had some of 
the best stroke averages for 9th and 10th graders ever at NU. They should lead a promising group of 
returnees next year. 
• 
Other golf team members included senior Mike Piehl; junior John Kane; sophomores Ryan Cawly, • 
Colin McElligatt, and Eashaan Vajpeyi. 
Future of the Yearbook 
- Rick Vanderwall, Language Arts 
This past July a decision was reached that the yearbook in its traditional form would not be able to 
continue. During the second week of school a group of students met to discuss the future of the 
yearbook. The unanimous decision was reached to continue to produce some kind of publication. A 
new style of publication is being planned as a result of that meeting. The new book must be produced 
within the budget available and will only survive if it is financially viable. A dedicated group of students 
led by Elizabeth Spencer as editor, Aaron Popp as business manager, and Kevin Holtz and Chris 
Vanderwall as co-editors of the CD-Rom portion, will produce the publication. Mr. Vanderwall will be 
the faculty sponsor of the group. The future of the yearbook hangs entirely on the success of this new 
publication . The book must be totally self-supporting from a combination of income from book sales, 
and advertising. We encourage all high school students to buy a book this year to assure the future 
survival of the book. 
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2001 Olympiada of Spoken Russian - Results 
-Jim Sweigert, Modern Language 
Congratulations to NU High's Russian language students, who won their eighth consecutive state title 
at the Iowa Olympiada of Spoken Russian.held Friday, April 27, at UNl's Maucker Union. Thirty NU 
High students participated in this event. Many NU students were state medalists (top three at each 
level): 
Individual Spoken Competition: 
Level Four: Erin McElligatt (1 ), Lewis Colburn (2). 
(Automatic national medalists) 
Level Three: Jed Ellerbroek (1 ), Ryan Hahn (2), Jenna Davis (3). 
Level Two: Sameet Sangha (2), Hasan AI-Mabuk (3). 
Level One: Malcolm Bevel (2), Rob Williams (3). 
Quiz Bowl Competition : 
First place: Emily Kishman, Erin McElligatt, Eashaan Vajpeyi. 
Second place: Lewis Colburn , Nathan Ohrt, Lauren Page. 
Third place: Ryan Hahn, Charles Johnson, Cam Puetz, Sameet Sangha. 
Special congratulations are to be given to Erin McElligatt and Lewis Colburn, who as fourth-year 
medalists automatically qualified as national finalists. Erin McElligatt's first-place showing qualified her 
to join the U.S. National Olympiada Team, which traveled to the International Russian Olympiada in 
Moscow this summer! The Olympiada team also enjoyed a two-week host family experience in 
historic Vladimir, Russia, after the event. Erin's Olympiada trip was partially financed by the SLAVA 
Slavic Honor Association. Way to go, NU High! 
The Russians Are Coming! 
- Jim Sweigert, Modern Language 
From September 23 until October 14, nine students and two teachers from Smolensk School #8 will 
be making the school's third visit to Price Laboratory School. The students and teachers , who are 
taking part on the ACTR Secondary Schools Excellence Program, will be visiting classes and taking 
part on numerous field trips around the metro area. Our friends from Smolensk will be hosted by PLS 
students, their parents and teachers. 
This exchange marks the eighth consecutive year the NUHS Russian program has taken part in an 
exchange with a Russian high school. We are very proud to have this honor for our school ; only 20 
U.S. high schools are chosen for this prestigious program. Please welcome our guests from 
Smolensk to Price Laboratory School and Cedar Falls! 
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PLS Writing Center 
- Courtney Lubs, Language Arts 
PLS has a new writing center, located in the library, to help the students with writing papers . 
Interested students should sign up for an appointment in the Language Arts office at least one class 
period in advance. Bring a copy of your assignment with you, along with several specific questions/ 
issues to discuss. Language Arts faculty will staff the writing center. Parents and teachers, please 
encourage your students to make an appointment! For details, contact Mrs.Lubs at 3-3002 or at 
Courtney.lubs@uni.edu. 
Third Grade Students 
to attend Conference on October 26 
- Lori Smith, Elementary Physical Education 
• 
On the road again!!! I have been asked again to present at the Iowa Association for Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation Conference on October 26, 2001. We have decided to include the entire 
third grade class on this educational field trip. We will leave Price Lab School at 7:00 am on Friday, 
October 26 and arrive at Simpson College in Oskalooska, Iowa around 9:30 am. The student's 
performance is at 10:00 am. They will need to bring a sack lunch and any additional snacks for the 
day. After the performance and lunch, the students will go to Des Moines to the Botanical Center with 
Mrs. Cooney and Mrs. Guenther for a tour and some science education. We plan to be back in Cedar 
Falls between 3:00-3:30 pm. Parents will receive detailed information as plans are finalized . 
During the month of October, the third grade class will work on activities that will be used in our 
presentation. The purpose of the presentation is to show physical education teachers across Iowa and 
other states how to integrate classroom concepts like math, spelling and reading into PE. We will • 
also introduce activities that create an environment for success and provide maximum participation frn 
students. 
The PTP has agreed to help us finance t-shirts for the students performance. The t-shirts will be worn 
at future presentations throughout the school year. In addition, the trip to the Botanical Center will be 
paid for by the PTP. On behalf of the third grade class, the third grade teachers and myself .. . "Thank 
You PTP for your support!" 
We do need some parents to volunteer to help chaperone this event. Yes, you get to ride the school 
bus!!!! Other than needing chaperones and sack lunches prepared for the day ... we should be ready to 
perform after some rehearsing. Thank you in advance for your support. Let me know if I can answer 
any questions. My number is 273-2558 or e-mail me at lori .smith@uni.edu. 
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Kuhn Chiropractic Visits Price Lab 
- Lori Smith, Physical Education 
On August 28, Jessie, from Kuhn Chiropractic assisted our students with free testing of body composition. This 
simple 30 second test gave each student some results about their body weight, their percent body fat, their body 
mass index, their basal metabolic rate and their estimated hydration level. All students in 5th through 12th grade 
morning PE classes were tested. 
In addition to these free services, Kuhn Chiropractic visited Price Laboratory School again on September 11, to offer 
the free health-related testing to our own faculty and staff as well as other PE classes . Just for participating in this 
testing, Kuhn Chiropractic also gave the faculty and staff members a complimentary coupon worth $224.00 for 
additional free testing with vascular safety screening, chiropractic, neurologic & orthopedic testing, computerized 
diagnostic tests, and x-rays. 
Price Lab would like to thank Kuhn Chiropractic for helping us take a step toward a healthier life. For more information 
about this service , contact Jessie at Kuhn Chiropractic at 319-236-1000. 
Lori A. Smith 
Physical Education 
Price Lab Offers Free Wellness Classes 
We are back again! Free wellness classes at Price Lab. We are offering classes on Monday's at 6:00 am, 
Wednesday's at 8:00 pm, and Friday's at 6:00 am. These classes are offered to all faculty and staff as well as 
parents of Price Lab Students. Be a part of a healthy active lifestyle and join us for our classes. This is a great way to 
meet new faculty and parents! Each class meets in the aerobics room/weight room at the designated time. For more 
information contact Lori Smith at 319-273-2558 or e-mail lori.smith@uni.edu. 
AHERA NOTIFICATION 
To the Faculty, Staff, Employees and Parents of Students Attending the Malcolm Price 
Laboratory School: 
This is the annual update of the Malcolm Price Laboratory School's compliance with the Asbestos Hazard 
Emergency Response Act (AHERA). The Malcolm Price Laboratory School's Asbestos Management Plan 
establishes minimum guidelines and procedures for the safe management of building materials containing asbestos. 
The Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) requires annual notification regarding asbestos containing 
material at Malcolm Price Laboratory School. 
Your awareness of the safe management of asbestos containing material can include a review of the Asbestos 
Management Plan available at Malcolm Price Laboratory School , Room 116 or at the Physical Plant, Room 1 O from 
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
The University will encapsulate or remove any known asbestos containing material utilizing qualified and certified 
asbestos abatement personnel. An asbestos containing material survey completed in 1988 identifies areas known to 
contain asbestos material and is available for review. Asbestos hazard warnings are posted at the entrance to areas 
known to contain asbestos and access is restricted to authorized personnel. 
Asbestos containing material will only be addressed with certified asbestos abatement personnel. 
Areas known to contain an asbestos hazard are periodically monitored and inspected for damage and deterioration 
and are repaired if necessary. If you would like more information regarding the AH ERA program contact Mr. Darrell 
Hansen, Designated Person for the Asbestos Management Plan , at 273-4400. 
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ATTENTION: UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 
PESTICIDE NOTIFICATION REGISTRY 
The University of Northern Iowa, in compliance with the Iowa Groundwater Act of 1987, and the Iowa Department of 
Agriculture and Land Stewardship, is compi:ing a Pesticide Notification Registry for 2002. Those placed on this 
registry will be notified at least 24 hours in advance of pesticide application to university grounds. State law requires 
that these registries expire on the 31st of December, every year. You must register annually. To be placed on this 
registry, please fill out the lower portion of this advertisement and return it to: 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA 
PLANT SERVICES OFFICE 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 50614-0189 
PESTICIDE NOTIFICATION REGISTRY 2002 
Campus Address & Zip:---------------
Campus Phone: ________________ ~ 
E-mail Address:-----------------
UNl's Orchesis Dance Company Holds a Dance Spooktacular Clinic 
• 
The University of Northern Iowa's Dance Company is holding a dance clinic on Saturday, October 27, 2001. This clinic 
is designed for participants in the 1st through 8th grade who are ready to have fun and experience dance. Dance 
instruction will be held from 9 am to 1 pm in UNl's Wellness and Recreation Center on Saturday, October 27. Theda. 
will conclude with a performance in Waterloo's Crossroads Mall at 5:30 pm. Participants may perform in a safe 
Halloween costume or in the T-shirt provided. Register early by calling Ranae Keane-Bamsey, the director of the 
Orchesis Dance Company (319) 273-3560 or by emailing Angie Doorenbos, a dance company member at 
angiekd@uni.edu. There is a small event cost, which includes a free T-Shirt if you register early by October 15. 
Contact: Ranae Keane-Bamsey 
UNI Orchesis Dance Clinic 
(319) 273-3560 
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- Teresa Findlay, PTP President 
Items to add to your calendar: 
October 2, 2001 - PTP meeting 6:00 p.m. in the PLS library PAC following at 7:00 All 
are welcome to attend. 
November 9, 2001 - AFPLS/PTP Benefit Auction and Banquet 6:30 p.m. - 9:00? 
November 11- 17 - American Education Week 
April 5, 2002 - PLS Carnival: Friday evening 
Wanted: a dedicated individual to serve as PTP Vice President! 
9128. 0 l l 0:48 AM 
Due to my upcoming move, I will not be able to continue for much longer as President of PTP. Our 
Vice President, Kathleen McKenna, has agreed to become president for the remainder of the year. I 
will be working with her for a short time. She will need someone to take over as Vice President. This 
person would mainly be in charge of Carnival in April. Kathleen was responsible for this last year and 
she will be very helpful to the person who takes over. It is very important that someone agrees to do 
this soon, she cannot do both jobs alone. 
American Education Week 
This is a special week during the school year in which we make a special point to honor teachers, 
staff, students, parents, anyone who takes part in education . We salute you! PTP will be organizing 
some special treats and activities for the PLS Staff. Wanted: We need a few parents to be on this 
committee. It is fun short -term committee to work on . 
CAN YOU HELP with the Upcoming Auction? 
PTP could really use some help with the auction coming up soon. The more help we have the lighter 
the load will be. Please consider donating a small amount (or more) of your time to help with one or 
more of the following : 
We would like to have a few individuals help with the following auction committees: 
Publicity/Invitations - Chair: Susan Steffy 
Entertainment - Co-Chairs: Michelle Coleman and Teresa Findlay 
Silent auction - Co- Chairs : Gina Harrington and Kathleen McKenna 
Decorations - Chair: Kathy Mccombs 
Set-up - ? We need someone - this person wou ld coordinate finding people to help set up the day of 
auction 
Some ideas of how you could donate your time are: stuffing and mailing invitations, soliciting 
donations from area businesses (if you work for a business or know of one you feel you could contact 
for a donation this would be very helpful - please contact Gina Harrington to see if this business has 
already been contacted) , picking up donations, putting together baskets with donated items, putting 
together decorations, setting up silent auction tables the afternoon of auction , putting together display 
cases of items at the school , collating program booklet and more. Let us know if you can help! 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION NEEDED for the PLS Directory 
PTP has published a PLS student directory the last two years. This has been very popular. We will be 
putting together this years directory soon. It takes a little time to get all the information and put it 
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together. Sandy Sutton has agreed to put this together! Thank you so much Sandy! 
If you want your listing in the directory to be different from the information that is in the school data 
from registration, please e-mail the following information back to us (or take this information in to the • 
PLS office) by October 5. (If not received by that date we will use the school registration information): 
Write this as you would want it listed in the directory (list each child separately). Leave the item blank 
if you don't want it listed. If the address and phone number are the same for parents please list 
"same": 
Students name Grade Teacher Address Telephone# (first and last) (if in NK-5) (street, city, zip code) 
Mother's first and last name address Telephone# e-mail 
Father's first and last name address Telephone# e-mail 
You are invited 
To the 14th Annual Banquet and the 3rd Annual Benefit Auction for Malcolm Price Laboratory School. 
An invitation to this event is enclosed in this newsletter. Please consider attending this very enjoyable 
evening that will take place November 9th, 2001. During this evening, we will enjoy a delicious meal, 
be entertained by PLS students, honor alumni and friends of PLS as well as the PLS Business 
Partners, and raise money for the school through a silent auction. There will be a number of items to 
bid on that have been donated by area businesses, parents, friends, faculty and students of PLS. 
This is the 14th annual banquet held by Alumni and Friends of Price Laboratory School (AFPLS). 
AFPLS will honor three outstanding alumni again this year. Alumni honored at last year's banquet 
were: Mary Sue Coleman , John Martin, and Robert Stephens. This year AFPLS will also honor an 
outstanding emeritus faculty member. 
This is the third year that PTP will work with AFPLS to put on an auction with the banquet to raise • 
money for the Lab School. The last two auctions have been very successful in raising money that has 
tremendously benefited the school. We need you to attend and help make this years auction a 
success for the school again . We will not be holding the live auction this year, but we will have the 
silent auction. We will have some great items for you to bid on, some of which will have been made, or 
provided by, our own PLS elementary to high school students. If you can't find something for yourself 
(which I would doubt), there will be great gift items. Items will be displayed at the school and a catalog 
will be out early so you can have a preview. Keep an eye out for more auction information, and send in 
those invitations. We look forward to seeing you there! 
Our appreciation and gratitude go to all of you who are working hard to make this evening a success. 
Many thanks to those who are donating items to the silent auctions. Thank you also to those of you 
who come to bid on these items. Your generosity will allow faculty members the chance to further 
enhance the learning experience for all students at Malcolm Price Laboratory School. 
About AFPLS 
For those of you who didn't know about AFPLS: AFPLS is an organization which exists to maintain a 
record of current addresses of PLS alumni and friends; publish periodic newsletters reporting upon 
activities of PLS students, alumni , faculty and friends ; provide logistical assistance to class reunions; 
sponsor periodic homecomings for all alumni, students, faculty and friends of PLS; and provide 
ongoing opportunity for alumni, students, faculty and friends of PLS to contribute to a fund that will 
enhance instruction and student learning, curriculum development, research and experimentation , and 
student activity programs of PLS. 
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Guidance Announcements .. . 
- Jim Stichter, Guidance 
ACT Prep Seminars will be held in October on the dates below. 
Monday, October 1st, 6:00 - 8:00, Room 253 - Reading and Test Taking Strategies: Don Schmits, UNI 
Monday, October 8th, 6:00 - 8:00, Room 253 - Math Strategies: Megan Balong, PLS Instructor 
Monday, October 15th, 6:00 - 8:00, Room 253 - English Strategies: J.D. Cryer, PLS Instructor 
Monday, October 22nd, 6:00 - 8:00, Room 253 - Science Strategies: Karen Couch, PLS Instructor 
Pre-registration is required . A workshop fee of $15.00 is required and is non-refundable. The fee covers 
the cost of materials used in the seminar. Comparable materials are $35.00 at local bookstores. 
Students can sign up in the Guidance Office. The deadline to do so is October 1. This fee must be 
paid at that time. Please make checks payable to Price Laboratory School. If you have questions 
about these seminars, or if money is a concern, contact Mr. Stichter @ 273-2232 as soon as 
possible. These four seminar dates will coincide with the ACT Testing date of October 27. The 
deadline for registering to test on this date is September 21 (late registration is October 5). 
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE: 
Better Business Bureau - Due on October 1st 
Waterloo Elks - Due on October 29th 
Sturgis Falls - Due on February 8th 
Coca Cola - Due on October 31st 
TESTING: 
The ITED's (Iowa Tests of Educational Development) tests will be given to 9th and 11th grade students 
on Wednesday, October 24 in SEC 252 and Thursday, October 25 in SEC 247. 
Medications 
- by Dody Olson, Health 
Medications which are to be given first thing in the morning will not be given on late start days. If you 
want your student to have his/her a.m. medication on a late start day, please send a note requesting 
that the medication be given or call the Health Office at 273-2348. 
Noon medications will not be given on early dismissal days. If you want your student to receive his/her 
noon medication on an early dismissal day, please send a note requesting that the medication be 
given or call the Health Office at 273-2348. 
All medication is to be distributed from the Health Office. Students are not to have medication of any 
kind in their possession. The only exceptions are student's with asthma who carry their inhalers and 
have been cleared through the Health Office to do so. 
In addition , ANY controlled substance or Schedule II drug (i.e.: Ritalin) is to be delivered to the school 
by the parent/guardian and given directly to the nurse or secretary's in the Attendance or Guidance 
offices . DO NOT send the medication with a student! 
These restrictions are necessary to insure the safety of all students in our school community. 
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Minutes of the PAC (Parent Advisory Committee) 
- Dominique McCalley, 
Present: Nadene Davidson, Teresa Findlay, Sue Steffy, Sandy Sutton, Steve Norby, Bob Martin, 
Mary McDade, Kim Miller, Craig Puetz, Jim Hansen, Dominique Cawley, John Krumbholz, and Lyn 
Countryman. 
The PAC meeting was called to order at 7:30 p.m. by Nadene Davidson. 
Election of officers: A motion was made by Mary McDade, and seconded by Sue Steffy to approve 
the following nominations: Steve Norby - Chairperson; Kendra Puetz - Vice chairperson; Dominique 
Cawley- Secretary. Motion was approved unanimously. 
Agenda was approved with one item added. 1) Playground grant. 
Call to the Public: The PAC meetings are open to parents, faculty and interested members of the 
community. Meetings are held on the 1st Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the Library. 
• 
Elementary Faculty Activity Update: Kim Miller presented a power point presentation on the three- • 
part mission of PLS faculty. Her presentation highlighted the elementary faculty contributions and 
was shared with President Koob in May of 2001 . Overview of presentation included data from the 
2000-2001 year follows: 
A. Mission #1 - Teaching students. PLS elementary faculty is committed to making students their 
number one priority. PLS elementary student profile: 37% open enrollment. 30% minority. 17% 
qualify for free or reduced lunches. Also noted was that 91 % of PLS elementary teachers have a 
Master's degree. The average number of students per elementary class is 17 (which follows state 
recommended guidelines). 
B. Mission #2 - Preparing future teachers. Elementary teachers worked with 364 UNI students 
enrolled in 200:128 Teacher as a Change Agent. 1085 additional UNI students participated in 
elementary classrooms with connection to a range of University courses. 
C. Mission #3 - Advancing Teaching Methods. Professional activities of elementary teachers were 
highlighted. These included individual presentations at the national and state level , publications, 
additional UNI courses taught, grant proposals and research . 
Old business: The impact of state budget reductions on the College of Education was outlined . The 
overall budget of the College of Ed. was reduced by approximately $650,000 - $700,000. The salary 
bill was not fully funded and approximately $200,000 of funds from the College of Ed. budget had to 
be reallocated to meet the agreements. These cuts directly influenced PLS with a $32,900 reduction 
of the supplies and services budget, (phone, printing, PLS faculty travel for professional 
development). PLS filled all open positions for this academic year. However, PLS is not exempt from 
further cuts , which may be initiated by the Governor or State Legislation at mid-year. 
Middle School Summer Enrichment Update: A two-week program for PLS and students from area 
schools was taught in June 2001 . Seed money was provided by the Provost's office; participants paid 
$180. Twenty-three students enrolled in Math and English enrichment classes and one exploratory 
class in photography, weather forecasting , biology field study or creative drama. The program will be 
offered again next summer, and will need to be self-sustaining . • 
Eligibility Proposal from IHSAA: Language of document is being reviewed by University lawyers. 
Status is pending. 
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NCA Update: PLS is in year three of five-year cycle. Year one to two is planning stage - completed. 
Year three to four is implementation process - currently addressing. Year five is evaluation of 
progress and endorsement. The focus of 2001-02 includes three goals: 1) School climate -
developing responsibilities in common areas. 2) Improving student writing. 3) Articulate an Integrated 
Math Program. A document addressing student responsibility in common areas has been completed 
and distributed to students. A writing center for grades 9-12 is being implemented . The math 
department is working on refining the articulated K-12 curriculum. New this year is a math help 
session for students in grades 9-12. Help will be available over the lunch period everyday beginning 
September 4. 
Fees: PLS Fees each year include: 1) General - $200 per student, 2) Nursery - $800 per student, 3) 
Driver education - $135 forPLS student; $210 for non-PLS student, 4) Instrumental rental - $65 per 
student, 5) Music instruction materials - $10 per student. Increase in Nursery program fee and Driver 
education fee was discussed. Comparative Nursery program fees will be evaluated before a decision 
is made regarding an increase. 
New business: Graduation requirements/dual enrollment. This item was postponed until a later PAC 
meeting when Jim Stichter would be available to address questions. 
Middle school co-curricular activity philosophy: The middle school supports the philosophy of student 
exploration in all areas. Discussion ensued as to whether this philosophy should be included in 
curricular and co-curricular activities. It was recommended that the Activity Director communicate 
with all co-curricular coaches our middle school philosophy. 
Other items: Playground grant discussion was moved to next PAC meeting due to lack of time. 
Next meeting: Tuesday, October 2, 7:00 p.m. in the Library. Motion to adjourn by Sue Steffy, 
seconded by Mary McDade . 
Check Out What's Happening in the Science Department: NBPTS 
- Karen Couch, Science 
The PLS Science department's professionalism and zest for improvement is demonstrated by the 
fact that all of the science department faculty members sat for the National Board of Professional 
Teaching Standards in each of their particular focus areas. This process required an intensive 
reflection upon one's teaching and how it meets the National Standards for science teaching . Dr. 
Jody Stone, Karen Couch-Breitbach, Aaron Spurr, and Linda Graber all successfully completed their 
portfolios for National Boards. Dr, Lyn Countryman, who became nationally board certified in 1994, 
collaborated with her colleagues throughout the process. We met every Wednesday and discussed 
our teaching , curriculum, and students. This collaboration was an enriching professional development 
activity. 
Dr. Lyn Countryman has served on the Early Adolescent Generalist Standards, which has revised 
National Standards for Early Adolescent Generalist Educators. She has developed a web resource 
for NBPTS candidates. Teachers from across the nation have accessed this site and utilized the 
many resources that Dr. Countryman has developed. 
Support Services 
- Katheryn East, Support Services 
PLS Support Services is the umbrella that covers a wide variety of services designed to meet the 
individual needs of students at PLS.These services are initiated and coordinated through student 
team meetings (STM)-a process in which we put our heads together to come up 
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with a good plan for meeting an individual student's needs. 
Speech and language services are one part of PLS Support Services. Last year, a satellite of the Roy 
Eblen Speech and Hearing Clinic at the University was established at PLS. The on-site clinician and. 
supervisor of the PLS satellite clinic is TD Tully. 
Miriam Tully, AKA, TD Tully, is a speech pathologist working for UNI as a clinical supervisor at the 
Roy Eblen Speech and Hearing Clinic on campus and the Price Lab School. This is her fourth year 
working for UNI and her second year working at Price Lab School.TD says, "I have enoyed working 
with parents and the teachers at the school. I will be at the school Monday, Wednesday and Fridays 
this fall. 
I am originally from the beautiful state of Maine and have been in Cedar Falls for the last 5 years. My 
husband, Mike and I have two children, Matthew, a freshman at Walnut Ridge, and Sarah, a seventh 
grader at Peet Jr. High. 
I received my BA and MA at the University of Maine, Orono and have 15 years of experience working 
in the public schools with children." 
Working with TD Tully this year are four masters students: Briana Backer, Cari Fraune, Paula Simon, 
and Abbie VanVooren 
The satellite clinic will offer speech and language therapy both in individual, private session and within 
the classroom. In addition , the satellite clinic will provide hearing screening and phonemic awareness 
assessment of all kindergarten and first grade students. A child's degree of phonemic awareness is 
considered to be a good indicator of reading readiness. Parents will be notified if there are any 
concerns regarding a students hearing and be informed how to follow up on those concerns. 
Students with needs in the area of phonemic awareness will receive small group phonemic 
awareness training in order to strengthen their reading readiness. 
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9/28/0 1 10:48 AM 
October Newsletter 
PTP Minutes 
- Laura Terliup, Secretary 
1. Teresa Findlay called the meeting to order at 6:05 PM. 
2. Minutes from the last meeting were not available and will be discussed at the next meeting. 
3. Teresa Findlay shared information about recent correspondence received by PTP: 
A. Several thank you letters were received from faculty/staff for the luncheon that PTP and the 
Boosters provided on the Monday before school started. 
B. K-Mart has sent information about a new fund-raiser we can participate in. It is a program similar to 
Target but does not involve use of a charge/credit card. Instead parents, etc. get a card that is 
scanned and then a small percentage of their purchases will be sent to PTP. K-Mart will be sending 
parent packs to the school so that those interested can get the school spirit cards. 
3. Treasureris Report: Val Turner reported that PTPis balance is $16,826.00. Recent amounts received 
included checks from QuikStar ($26.00), HyVee ($651.00), College Square ($1500.00), and member 
dues ($662.00). 
A. Discussion took place about the Fall Disbursement to teachers The group decided that teachers 
would be notified that their applications would be due by October 15th and that decisions about 
awarding funds would be made in November. The total amount of funds available will be finalized at the 
next meeting of PTP after Teresa and Val determine the amount needed to set aside for existing 
commitments such as yearbook, etc. A committee to decide on which projects to fund will also be 
appointed at the next meeting. 
8. Teresa shared a list of existing fund-raisers we are participating in: 
1. Target Charge Card -- we get a percentage when items are charged . 
2. HyVee Receipts -- please put your receipts in the box in front of the auditorium. The new drive 
started Sept. 1st. A volunteer was requested to collect these periodically and add up the amounts. 
Sandy Sutton agreed to help with this. 
3. Quik Star -- we get a percentage from charges 
4. Boxtops for Education -- please put these in the collection box. 
5. Ink jet cartridges -- please send any used cartridges to the Communications Center. They send 
them in and get $1 to $3 for each. 
6. Malls 4 Schools -- we participated last fall and cam in 3rd ($1500). We are not eligible for this fall 
but will try to participate in the spring. To help you should take your receipts from any shopping at 
College Square including HyVee, etc. to the booth set up in the mall. We get a prize based on how 
much is spent from our school's shoppers. 
7. The Annual Auction (11 /9/01 )held in conjunction with AFPLS is another fund-raiser (see below). 
8. The Spring Carnival (4/5/02) is another major fund raiser (see below.) 
9. A suggestion was made that we put up a poster or other reminder of all the fund-raisers in a 
prominent place so that everyone is reminded of what they might do. 
4. Updates 
A. Teresa Findlay the current PTP President will be moving in a few months. Kathleen McKenna the 
current Vice President has agreed to take over as president. We will need to elect a new vice 
president. This position is very important since that person is in charge of the spring carnival. 
8 . PTP membership is over 90 . Teresa and Val indicated that including PTP forms in the school 
registration packet is working well to get new members. Jim Miller suggested that reminders need to 
be sent out about PTP membership in case parents had missed the first announcement. 
C. Gina Harrington is coordinating Room Parents this year. She indicated that the process is almost 
complete and that parents will be notified soon. A Room Parents Meeting is scheduled for September 
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October Newsletter 
PTP Minutes 
- Laura Terliup, Secretary 
1. Teresa Findlay called the meeting to order at 6:05 PM . 
2. Minutes from the last meeting were not available and will be discussed at the next meeting. 
3. Teresa Findlay shared information about recent correspondence received by PTP: 
A. Several thank you letters were received from faculty/staff for the luncheon that PTP and the 
Boosters provided on the Monday before school started. 
B. K-Mart has sent information about a new fund-raiser we can participate in. It is a program similar to 
Target but does not involve use of a charge/credit card. Instead parents, etc. get a card that is 
scanned and then a small percentage of their purchases will be sent to PTP. K-Mart will be sending 
parent packs to the school so that those interested can get the school spirit cards. 
3. Treasureris Report: Val Turner reported that PTPis balance is $16,826.00. Recent amounts received 
included checks from QuikStar ($26 .00), HyVee ($651.00), College Square ($1500.00), and member 
dues ($662.00). 
A. Discussion took place about the Fall Disbursement to teachers The group decided that teachers 
would be notified that their applications would be due by October 15th and that decisions about 
awarding funds would be made in November. The total amount of funds available will be finalized at the 
next meeting of PTP after Teresa and Val determine the amount needed to set aside for existing 
commitments such as yearbook, etc. A committee to decide on which projects to fund will also be 
appointed at the next meeting. 
B. Teresa shared a list of existing fund-raisers we are participating in: 
1. Target Charge Card -- we get a percentage when items are charged . 
2. HyVee Receipts -- please put your receipts in the box in front of the auditorium. The new drive 
started Sept. 1st. A volunteer was requested to collect these periodically and add up the amounts. 
Sandy Sutton agreed to help with this . 
3. Quik Star -- we get a percentage from charges 
4. Boxtops for Education -- please put these in the collection box. 
5. Ink jet cartridges -- please send any used cartridges to the Communications Center. They send 
them in and get $1 to $3 for each. 
6. Malls 4 Schools -- we participated last fall and cam in 3rd ($1500). We are not eligible for this fall 
but will try to participate in the spring. To help you should take your receipts from any shopping at 
College Square including HyVee, etc . to the booth set up in the mall. We get a prize based on how 
much is spent from our school's shoppers . 
7. The Annual Auction (11 /9/01 )held in conjunction with AFPLS is another fund-raiser (see below) . 
8. The Spring Carnival (4/5/02) is another major fund raiser (see below.) 
9. A suggestion was made that we put up a poster or other reminder of all the fund-raisers in a 
prominent place so that everyone is reminded of what they might do. 
4. Updates 
A. Teresa Findlay the current PTP President will be moving in a few months. Kathleen McKenna the 
current Vice President has agreed to take over as president. We will need to elect a new vice 
president. This position is very important since that person is in charge of the spring carnival. 
B. PTP membership is over 90 . Teresa and Val indicated that including PTP forms in the school 
registration packet is working well to get new members. Jim Miller suggested that reminders need to 
be sent out about PTP membership in case parents had missed the first announcement. 
C. Gina Harrington is coordinating Room Parents this year. She indicated that the process is almost 
complete and that parents will be notified soon . A Room Parents Meeting is scheduled for September 
25th and anyone is welcome to attend . 
• 
• 
D. Discussion took place about what PTP might do to thank Price Lab's Business Partners (Congdon 
Printing, Brown Bottle, Martin Brothers and Ireland Technologies). Further discussion will take place • 
after getting more information regarding prices, etc. 
5. Upcoming Auction (11/9/01 ). Discussion took place about what has been happening in relation to 
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the auction. A number of people (Kathleen, Gina, Debby, Kathy, Susan , Teresa, etc.) met over the 
summer. Gina indicated help is needed for the silent auction , the dinner and the entertainment. A 
number of donations have been made but help is needed to coordinate those (make baskets, etc.) and 
help with the displays of items. Additional ideas for donations are welcome and needed but please 
talk with Gina before approaching a business, etc. The entertainment is still being planned -- Michelle 
Coleman is in charge of the program and will be trying to incorporate a wide variety of entertainers. 
Other discussion included a possibility of using 'starting prices since the whole auction will be a silent 
auction and the need to get announcements out to teachers for class projects . Parents will not be 
asked for donations this year unless that is the class project. 
6. American Education Week (11/11-11/17): This is a week to honor teachers , students, parents, etc. 
We need a committee of 3-4 to help plan the activities for this week. Last year's activities included 
donuts, juice and coffee in the staff lounge one morning, providing cookies and fruit another day, 
leaving treats in mailboxes, providing popcorn for the whole school, and a "Survivor" Contest. If you are 
interested in helping with this, please contact Teresa. 
7. Spring Carnival (4/5/02). Kathleen is planning this and will need lots of help. Committees need to be 
set up to help with games, concessions, the raffle and publicity. Work will start in December and 
January. Please contact Kathleen or Teresa if you are interested in helping in any area. 
8. Tailgate Party. Dave Smith had asked if PTP could help the Boosters do some sort of Tailgate for 
the Homecoming Football Game (9/21 ). Last year the junior class had worked on this event. After 
discussion, members at the meeting said that individuals might be willing to help if asked but that 
PTP could not take on coordinating the event because of other commitments. 
9. Lunch Room Tables . John Krumbholz reported on the state of the lunch room facilities. He 
indicated a need to repaint and refurbish the space and presented information about the kind of tables 
needed and the costs ($1000 per table). We currently have a shortage of tables and seating and a 
need to at least begin to replace the old, outdated seating . Due to budget constraints the school is 
only able to fund one table ($1000) and PTP was asked if they would be interested in contributing . 
Sandy Sutton moved (Jim Miller, second) that PTP fund 2 additional tables. Motion passed 
unanimously. 
10. Sandy Sutton will be compiling the Price Lab Directory again. It will be similar to last years 
although she was asked to see if e-mail addresses and zip codes could be integrated into it. 
11. A group of concerned parents from the N-Unit II classes discussed the lack of Spanish curriculum 
in the curriculum for lower elementary this year. A number of concerns were raised about the need to 
find ways to infuse Spanish into the classroom . Mr. Krumbholz, Senora Findlay and others explained 
the reasons for the changes and their relation to the curriculum. Parents were also assured that two 
programs were going to be implemented soon that would pair kindergartners with fifth graders and 
middle school students with students in Unit 2. Once those were in place, then students in lower 
elementary would have exposure to Spanish once a week. PTP members indicated a strong support 
for funding initiatives or supplies that would help in this area. 
12. Meeting adjourned 7:30 pm. Next PTP Meeting is at 6:00 pm on October 2. 





We appreciate all your support for Price Laboratory School. 
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